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Frunge Fonts Project
We at the Frunge Fonts Project want to create free, high-quality and Unicode complete ſubﬅitutes to the proprietary blaleer fonts. Frunge is an abbreviation of the German “FRei UNd
GEbroen” (= free and blaleer).
erefore it is pronounced [fʁʊŋə]. But as we tend to pronounce the Gentium SIL not as
[dʒɛntɪʊm], but rather as [gɛntɪʊm] or even [gɛntsɪʊm], you may feel free to pronounce it as
[frʌndʒ], or as you like it.
We alſo found out, that ſome online dictionaries deﬁne frunge as “ne maage”. is is what
it gives us when we ﬁnied a font

☺

We Care About Your Freedom
Blaleer fonts are uſually very expenve. Even if not, you may not ﬅudy, ange or even
rediﬅribute modiﬁed verons
Becauſe we didn’t want to wait until thoſe publiers relicenſe their fonts as free ſoware, we
ﬅarted this project. A lile bit preure can help them, as well ;)
Our fonts are free ſoware, i. e. you may

☹

• use
• ﬅudy
• modify / improve and
• rediﬅribute them.
Uſually you can get them without fee.
We want to enſure that our fonts cannot be made proprietary again, ſo we oſe to licenſe them
under a copyle licenſe:
To avoid licenſe proliferation and to enſure greateﬅ font combining pobilities, our fonts are
licenſed under GPL, OFL and CC-BY-SA?. contact us.
If you want to rediﬅribute our fonts (probably anged), have a look at the full licenſe text(s)
to make ſure, that you meet the conditions!
To maximize your freedom, we added exceptions to our licenſes to avoid ſome reﬅrictions of
the vanilla licenſes:
GPL:
• you may embed this font
OFL:
• you may uſe our font name and
• you may ſell our fonts unbundled with other ſoware
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Feature Goals
• XƎTEX Math Fonts
• vowels with an ”e“ as umlaut mark
• no overwriting of existing Unicode codepoints

Font Faces
Frunge Mixtura
is is a dra and learning example. Its outlines are drawn as if their ﬅrokes were wrien with a
thi feather, hold by 45 degrees (is to be decreased) only, in the lower and upper right direction.
It can be altered through options heavily (not implemented yet).

XƎTEX-Usage
e uſage of the fonts with XƎTEX is quite eaſy. If you know how to uſe TEX, just load the paage
xltxtra (whi loads the fontspec-paage, whi does moﬅ of the work). Load the font ſaying
\setmainfont{Frunge Font}, where Frunge Font is the name of the font as it is known to
your operating ſyﬅem. is will ange the main font of your document to the given font. Say
\fontspec{Frunge Font} to ange to the font locally.
e uſage of advanced OpenType features will be described in this place as ſoon as they are
implemented in the fonts.

Internal Implementation
Accented / Modiﬁed leers are diolved via a ccmp-table and reſurrected by abvm/blwm/mkmk/marktables. erefore your font rendering engine ould fully ſupport OpenType (otherwiſe no glyphs
are own for thoſe). …

Typing of Long s
Neo—ergonomically optimized keyboard layout for German (and Engli); ſets long s on ﬁrﬅ level
and makes blaleer typing eaſy. Inﬅallation inﬅructions for GNU/Linux [German]

Testing of Fonts
You can teﬅ the Frunge fonts in this document with the command \frungepangram wi will
input the ﬁle frunge-pangram:
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Im ﬁnﬅeren Jagdſlo am oﬀenen Felsquellwaer patzte der aﬃg-ﬂaerhae kauzighöﬂie Bäer über ſeinem veren kniﬄigen C-Xylophon-Fuß und ſrie: „A!
M F!“
is (non-ſencal) text has all important glyphs to ow how a blaleer font would look like.
e text may ange from time to time as we might ﬁnd beer words ;)

Similar Projects
• FontForge’s Toy Fonts
• Yannis Haralambous’s Blaleer Metafonts
• Peter Wiegel’s Blaleer and Kurrent fonts

Contact
If you want to contribute ſome pates or feature or bug requeﬅs, vit our project te
You can write us email, too: frunge-external@nongnu.org.
If you want to contribute / diſcu on a regular bas, ſubſcribe to our mailing liﬅ.
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GNU Free Documentation Licenſe
GNU Free Documentation Licenſe Veron 1.3, 3 November 2008
Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Soware Foundation, Inc. <hp://fsf.org/> Everyone is permied to copy and diﬅribute verbatim copies of this licenſe document, but anging
it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE
e purpoſe of this Licenſe is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and uſeful document
“free” in the ſenſe of freedom: to aure everyone the eﬀective freedom to copy and rediﬅribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this Licenſe
preſerves for the author and publier a way to get credit for their work, while not being condered
reſponble for modiﬁcations made by others.
is Licenſe is a kind of “copyle”, whi means that derivative works of the document muﬅ
themſelves be free in the ſame ſenſe. It complements the GNU General Public Licenſe, whi is a
copyle licenſe degned for free ſoware.
We have degned this Licenſe in order to uſe it for manuals for free ſoware, becauſe free
ſoware needs free documentation: a free program ould come with manuals providing the ſame
freedoms that the ſoware does. But this Licenſe is not limited to ſoware manuals; it can be uſed
for any textual work, regardle of ſubject maer or whether it is publied as a printed book. We
recommend this Licenſe principally for works whoſe purpoſe is inﬅruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
is Licenſe applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed
by the copyright holder ſaying it can be diﬅributed under the terms of this Licenſe. Su a notice
grants a world-wide, royalty-free licenſe, unlimited in duration, to uſe that work under the conditions ﬅated herein. e “Document”, below, refers to any ſu manual or work. Any member
of the public is a licenſee, and is addreed as “you”. You accept the licenſe if you copy, modify or
diﬅribute the work in a way requiring permion under copyright law.
A “Modiﬁed Version” of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion
of it, either copied verbatim, or with modiﬁcations and/or tranated into another language.
A “Secondary Section” is a named appendix or a front-maer ſection of the Document that deals
excluvely with the relationip of the publiers or authors of the Document to the Document’s
overall ſubject (or to related maers) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that
overall ſubject. (us, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section
may not explain any mathematics.) e relationip could be a maer of hiﬅorical connection
with the ſubject or with related maers, or of legal, commercial, philoſophical, ethical or political
potion regarding them.
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e “Invariant Sections” are certain Secondary Sections whoſe titles are degnated, as being
thoſe of Invariant Sections, in the notice that ſays that the Document is releaſed under this Licenſe.
If a ſection does not ﬁt the above deﬁnition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be degnated as
Invariant. e Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify
any Invariant Sections then there are none.
e “Cover Texts” are certain ort paages of text that are liﬅed, as Front-Cover Texts or BaCover Texts, in the notice that ſays that the Document is releaſed under this Licenſe. A Front-Cover
Text may be at moﬅ 5 words, and a Ba-Cover Text may be at moﬅ 25 words.
A “Tranſparent” copy of the Document means a maine-readable copy, repreſented in a format whoſe ſpeciﬁcation is available to the general public, that is ſuitable for reving the document
ﬅraightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images compoſed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) ſome widely available drawing editor, and that is ſuitable for input to text
formaers or for automatic tranation to a variety of formats ſuitable for input to text formaers.
A copy made in an otherwiſe Tranparent ﬁle format whoſe markup, or abſence of markup, has
been arranged to thwart or diſcourage ſubſequent modiﬁcation by readers is not Tranſparent. An
image format is not Tranſparent if uſed for any ſubﬅantial amount of text. A copy that is not
“Tranſparent” is called “Opaque”.
Examples of ſuitable formats for Tranſparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML ung a publicly available DTD, and ﬅandardconforming mple HTML, PoﬅScript or PDF degned for human modiﬁcation. Examples of tranſparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats
that can be read and edited only by proprietary word proceors, SGML or XML for whi the DTD
and/or proceng tools are not generally available, and the maine-generated HTML, PoﬅScript
or PDF produced by ſome word proceors for output purpoſes only.
e “Title Page” means, for a printed book, the title page itſelf, plus ſu following pages as are
needed to hold, legibly, the material this Licenſe requires to appear in the title page. For works
in formats whi do not have any title page as ſu, “Title Page” means the text near the moﬅ
prominent appearance of the work’s title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
e “publier” means any perſon or entity that diﬅributes copies of the Document to the public.
A section “Entitled XYZ” means a named ſubunit of the Document whoſe title either is preciſely
XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheſes following text that tranates XYZ in another language. (Here
XYZ ﬅands for a ſpeciﬁc ſection name mentioned below, ſu as “Anowledgements”, "Dedications”, “Endorſements”, or “Hiﬅory”.) To “Preſerve the Title" of ſu a ſection when you modify
the Document means that it remains a ſection “Entitled XYZ” according to this deﬁnition.
e Document may include Warranty Diſclaimers next to the notice whi ﬅates that this Licenſe applies to the Document. eſe Warranty Diſclaimers are condered to be included by reference in this Licenſe, but only as regards diſclaiming warranties: any other implication that theſe
Warranty Diſclaimers may have is void and has no eﬀect on the meaning of this Licenſe.

2. VERBATIM COPYING
You may copy and diﬅribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this Licenſe, the copyright notices, and the licenſe notice ſaying this Licenſe
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applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatſoever to thoſe of this Licenſe. You may not uſe tenical meaſures to obﬅruct or control the reading
or further copying of the copies you make or diﬅribute. However, you may accept compenſation
in exange for copies. If you diﬅribute a large enough number of copies you muﬅ alſo follow the
conditions in ſection 3.
You may alſo lend copies, under the ſame conditions ﬅated above, and you may publicly diſplay
copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY
If you publi printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document’s licenſe notice requires Cover Texts, you
muﬅ encloſe the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all theſe Cover Texts: Front-Cover
Texts on the front cover, and Ba-Cover Texts on the ba cover. Both covers muﬅ alſo clearly
and legibly identify you as the publier of theſe copies. e front cover muﬅ preſent the full title
with all words of the title equally prominent and vible. You may add other material on the covers
in addition. Copying with anges limited to the covers, as long as they preſerve the title of the
Document and ſatisfy theſe conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other reſpects.
If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to ﬁt legibly, you ould put the ﬁrﬅ
ones liﬅed (as many as ﬁt reaſonably) on the actual cover, and continue the reﬅ onto adjacent
pages.
If you publi or diﬅribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you muﬅ
either include a maine-readable Tranſparent copy along with ea Opaque copy, or ﬅate in or
with ea Opaque copy a computer-network location from whi the general network-ung public has acce to download ung public-ﬅandard network protocols a complete Tranſparent copy
of the Document, free of added material. If you uſe the laer option, you muﬅ take reaſonably
prudent ﬅeps, when you begin diﬅribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to enſure that this Tranſparent copy will remain thus acceble at the ﬅated location until at leaﬅ one year aer the laﬅ
time you diﬅribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition
to the public.
It is requeﬅed, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before
rediﬅributing any large number of copies, to give them a ance to provide you with an updated
veron of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and diﬅribute a Modiﬁed Veron of the Document under the conditions of ſections
2 and 3 above, provided that you releaſe the Modiﬁed Veron under preciſely this Licenſe, with
the Modiﬁed Veron ﬁlling the role of the Document, thus licenng diﬅribution and modiﬁcation
of the Modiﬁed Veron to whoever poees a copy of it. In addition, you muﬅ do theſe things in
the Modiﬁed Version:
A. Uſe in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title diﬅinct from that of the Document, and
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from thoſe of previous verons (whi ould, if there were any, be liﬅed in the Hiﬅory ſection of
the Document). You may uſe the ſame title as a previous veron if the original publier of that
veron gives permion.
B. Liﬅ on the Title Page, as authors, one or more perſons or entities reſponsible for authorip
of the modiﬁcations in the Modiﬁed Version, together with at leaﬅ ﬁve of the principal authors of
the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than ﬁve), unle they releaſe you from
this requirement.
C. State on the Title page the name of the publier of the Modiﬁed Version, as the publier.
D. Preſerve all the copyright notices of the Document.
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modiﬁcations adjacent to the other copyright
notices.
F. Include, immediately aer the copyright notices, a licenſe notice giving the public permion
to uſe the Modiﬁed Version under the terms of this Licenſe, in the form own in the Addendum
below.
G. Preſerve in that license notice the full liﬅs of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts
given in the Document’s licenſe notice.
H. Include an unaltered copy of this Licenſe.
I. Preſerve the ſection Entitled “Hiﬅory”, Preſerve its Title, and add to it an item ﬅating at leaﬅ
the title, year, new authors, and publier of the Modiﬁed Veron as given on the Title Page. If
there is no ſection Entitled “History” in the Document, create one ﬅating the title, year, authors,
and publier of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item deſcribing the Modiﬁed
Veron as ﬅated in the previous ſentence.
J. Preſerve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public acce to a Tranſparent
copy of the Document, and likewiſe the network locations given in the Document for previous
verons it was baſed on. eſe may be placed in the “Hiﬅory” ſection. You may omit a network
location for a work that was publied at leaﬅ four years before the Document itſelf, or if the
original publier of the veron it refers to gives permion.
K. For any ſection Entitled “Anowledgements” or “Dedications”, preſerve the Title of the
ſection, and preſerve in the ſection all the ſubﬅance and tone of ea of the contributor anowledgements and/or dedications given therein.
L. Preſerve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles.
Section numbers or the equivalent are not condered part of the ſection titles.
M. Delete any ſection Entitled “Endorſements”. Su a ſection may not be included in the Modiﬁed Veron.
N. Do not retitle any exiﬅing ſection to be Entitled “Endorſements" or to conﬂict in title with
any Invariant Section.
O. Preſerve any Warranty Diſclaimers.
If the Modiﬁed Veron includes new front-maer ſections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option
degnate ſome or all of theſe ſections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the liﬅ of Invariant Sections in the Modiﬁed Veron’s licenſe notice. eſe titles muﬅ be diﬅinct from any other
ſection titles.
You may add a ſection Entitled “Endorſements”, provided it contains nothing but endorſements
of your Modiﬁed Veron by various parties—for example, ﬅatements of peer review or that the
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text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative deﬁnition of a ﬅandard.
You may add a paage of up to ﬁve words as a Front-Cover Text, and a paage of up to 25 words
as a Ba-Cover Text, to the end of the liﬅ of Cover Texts in the Modiﬁed Veron. Only one paage
of Front-Cover Text and one of Ba-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made
by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the ſame cover, previouy
added by you or by arrangement made by the ſame entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not
add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permion from the previous publier
that added the old one.
e author(s) and publier(s) of the Document do not by this Licenſe give permion to uſe
their names for publicity for or to aert or imply endorſement of any Modiﬁed Veron.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents releaſed under this Licenſe, under the
terms deﬁned in ſection 4 above for modiﬁed verons, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodiﬁed, and liﬅ them all
as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its licenſe notice, and that you preſerve all their
Warranty Diſclaimers.
e combined work need only contain one copy of this Licenſe, and multiple identical Invariant
Sections may be replaced with a ngle copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the ſame
name but diﬀerent contents, make the title of ea ſu ſection unique by adding at the end of
it, in parentheſes, the name of the original author or publier of that ſection if known, or elſe a
unique number. Make the ſame adjuﬅment to the ſection titles in the liﬅ of Invariant Sections in
the licenſe notice of the combined work.
In the combination, you muﬅ combine any ſections Entitled “Hiﬅory" in the various original
documents, forming one ſection Entitled "Hiﬅory"; likewiſe combine any ſections Entitled “Acknowledgements”, and any ſections Entitled “Dedications”. You muﬅ delete all ſections Entitled
“Endorſements”.

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS
You may make a collection conﬅing of the Document and other documents releaſed under this
Licenſe, and replace the individual copies of this Licenſe in the various documents with a ngle copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this Licenſe for
verbatim copying of ea of the documents in all other reſpects.
You may extract a ngle document from ſu a collection, and diﬅribute it individually under
this Licenſe, provided you inſert a copy of this Licenſe into the extracted document, and follow
this Licenſe in all other reſpects regarding verbatim copying of that document.
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7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other ſeparate and independent documents
or works, in or on a volume of a ﬅorage or diﬅribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the
copyright reſulting from the compilation is not uſed to limit the legal rights of the compilation’s
uſers beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate,
this Licenſe does not apply to the other works in the aggregate whi are not themſelves derivative
works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of ſection 3 is applicable to theſe copies of the Document, then if
the Document is le than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document’s Cover Texts may be
placed on covers that braet the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of
covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they muﬅ appear on printed covers that
braet the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION
Tranation is condered a kind of modiﬁcation, ſo you may diﬅribute tranations of the Document under the terms of ſection 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with tranations requires ſpecial
permion from their copyright holders, but you may include tranations of ſome or all Invariant
Sections in addition to the original verons of theſe Invariant Sections. You may include a tranation of this Licenſe, and all the licenſe notices in the Document, and any Warranty Diſclaimers,
provided that you alſo include the original Engli veron of this Licenſe and the original verons
of thoſe notices and diſclaimers. In caſe of a diſagreement between the tranation and the original
veron of this Licenſe or a notice or diſclaimer, the original veron will prevail.
If a ſection in the Document is Entitled “Anowledgements”, "Dedications”, or “Hiﬅory”, the
requirement (ſection 4) to Preſerve its Title (ſection 1) will typically require anging the actual
title.

9. TERMINATION
You may not copy, modify, ſublicenſe, or diﬅribute the Document except as exprely provided
under this Licenſe. Any aempt otherwiſe to copy, modify, ſublicenſe, or diﬅribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this Licenſe.
However, if you ceaſe all violation of this Licenſe, then your licenſe from a particular copyright
holder is reinﬅated (a) provionally, unle and until the copyright holder explicitly and ﬁnally
terminates your licenſe, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the
violation by ſome reaſonable means prior to 60 days aer the ceation.
Moreover, your licenſe from a particular copyright holder is reinﬅated permanently if the copyright holder notiﬁes you of the violation by ſome reaſonable means, this is the ﬁrﬅ time you have
received notice of violation of this Licenſe (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you
cure the violation prior to 30 days aer your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this ſection does not terminate the licenſes of parties who
have received copies or rights from you under this Licenſe. If your rights have been terminated
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and not permanently reinﬅated, receipt of a copy of ſome or all of the ſame material does not give
you any rights to uſe it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
e Free Soware Foundation may publi new, reviſed verons of the GNU Free Documentation
Licenſe from time to time. Su new verons will be milar in ſpirit to the preſent veron, but
may diﬀer in detail to addre new problems or concerns. See hp://www.gnu.org/copyle/.
Ea veron of the Licenſe is given a diﬅinguiing veron number. If the Document ſpeciﬁes
that a particular numbered veron of this Licenſe “or any later veron” applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that ſpeciﬁed veron or of any later veron
that has been publied (not as a dra) by the Free Soware Foundation. If the Document does
not ſpecify a veron number of this Licenſe, you may ooſe any veron ever publied (not as a
dra) by the Free Soware Foundation. If the Document ſpeciﬁes that a proxy can decide whi
future verons of this Licenſe can be uſed, that proxy’s public ﬅatement of acceptance of a veron
permanently authorizes you to ooſe that veron for the Document.

11. RELICENSING
"Mave Multiauthor Collaboration Site” (or “MMC Site") means any World Wide Web ſerver
that publies copyrightable works and alſo provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit
thoſe works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of ſu a ſerver. A "Mave
Multiauthor Collaboration” (or “MMC") contained in the te means any ſet of copyrightable works
thus publied on the MMC te.
"CC-BY-SA” means the Creative Commons Aribution-Share Alike 3.0 licenſe publied by
Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-proﬁt corporation with a principal place of bune in
San Franciſco, California, as well as future copyle verons of that licenſe publied by that ſame
organization.
"Incorporate” means to publi or republi a Document, in whole or in part, as part of another
Document.
An MMC is “eligible for relicenng” if it is licenſed under this Licenſe, and if all works that were
ﬁrﬅ publied under this Licenſe ſomewhere other than this MMC, and ſubſequently incorporated
in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant ſections, and (2) were thus
incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
e operator of an MMC Site may republi an MMC contained in the te under CC-BY-SA on
the ſame te at any time before Auguﬅ 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicenng.
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ADDENDUM: How to uſe this Licenſe for your
documents
To uſe this Licenſe in a document you have wrien, include a copy of the Licenſe in the document
and put the following copyright and licenſe notices juﬅ aer the title page:
Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this
document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation Licenſe,
Version 1.3 or any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no
Back-Cover Texts.
A copy of the license is included in the section entitled “GNU
Free Documentation License”.
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Ba-Cover Texts, replace the “with …
Texts.” line with this:
with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the
Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being
LIST.
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or ſome other combination of the three,
merge thoſe two alternatives to ſuit the tuation.
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releang theſe
examples in parallel under your oice of free ſoware licenſe, ſu as the GNU General Public
Licenſe, to permit their uſe in free ſoware.
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